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Introducing the

Brand Strategy
This guide has been produced to explain the brand strategy and

The Elmley Conservation Trust, the

to provide advice to the destination’s tourism providers on how to
use the brand and associated marque (logo) in their own

Medway and Swale Estuary

marketing communications. It will also be used to brief

Partnership and Swale Borough

copywriters, photographers, PR and advertising agencies, and any

Council’s Tourism Unit have jointly

other bodies that are involved in the marketing of the destination.

developed a tourism brand

The objective in undertaking this work has been to identify the

strategy for the marshland area to

key strengths of the area as a nature tourism destination, so that

the south of the Isle of Sheppey –

these can be consistently promoted to create a positive image of

the designated ecotourism project

the destination in all market places. Ultimately this will cement

area on the Island.

the area’s competitive position as a world-class nature tourism
destination, resulting in increased visitor spend on the Isle of
Sheppey.
It is hoped that all nature tourism providers in the destination will
adopt the new tourism brand and use it, along with the new
marque, in their own marketing, as only through consistent use will
the brand gain credibility leading to increased business for all.
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Why have a

Brand Strategy?
Why have a Brand Strategy?
A brand is an essential element in
promoting any product in the 21st
century.
Identifying a destination brand and
creating a marque that visually
represents it can create a number of
benefits if used consistently,
including:
• Potential visitors looking at
promotional literature or web sites
of the destination will receive a
positive first impression of the area
- essential in deciding where they
will spend their money
• Visitors, seeing the same brand and
marque on marketing
communications produced by
different attractions,
accommodation providers, pubs
and restaurants in the destination
will get a sense of belonging – the
area has a common offering and
message
• Repeat visitors will find that the
marque evokes instant memories of
their last visit

In summary, a consistently promoted
brand and marque provides a
destination with a competitive
advantage that translates into
increased numbers of visitors and
economic return to an area.

What is a Brand?
A destination brand is the total
response of a customer - past,
present or future - to the positioning
that describes the destination and
what it has to offer, and that which
differentiates it from the
competition. A successful brand is
well known, credible and inspiring.
A brand is not simply a marque. A
marque purely acts as a signifier,
visually representing the brand’s values
i.e. both the tangible benefits of
visiting the destination and how the
destination makes the customer feel.

The advantage of adopting a marque
is that over time, if promoted
consistently, potential customers
begin to recognise it and associate
feelings with it; the brand begins to
mean more than just its name and
instead conjures up the brand’s
values.
A brand’s values are a combination
of:
a) rational values i.e. the key
strengths of the destination - the
tangible reasons why a customer
visits a destination.
b) emotional values i.e. how the
destination makes the customer
feel when they visit.
Combined these rational and
emotional brand values make up the
personality of the brand i.e. that
which makes it unique.
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The key

Target Markets
Target Markets
In addition to specialist wildlife markets
(bird-watchers, wildlife photographers,
botanists, etc.), recreational1 target
markets have been identified through
research as being motivated by the new
nature tourism destination (marshland
area to the south of Sheppey).
Geographically, all live within a 3-4 hour
drive time. London is hence the
destination’s largest target market, but
targeting extends to other areas of the
South East and up to the Midlands,
along with northern France, Belgium
and Holland.

In terms of lifestyle, primary target
market segments have been identified
as:
1. Empty Nesters – 45-70 yrs;
AB; with children not living at
home; are in, or have held, middle
to senior posts in professional or
service industries; at least one still
working; high disposable income for
leisure pursuits.
2. Wealthy Retired Couples – 55-75 yrs;
high disposable income for leisure
pursuits.
3. DINKS – 25-45 yrs;
ABC1; no children; joint income
exceeding £50k; high disposable
income for leisure pursuits.
4. Caring Parents – 25-45 yrs;
ABC1; one or both working;
children 5-15 yrs old; interested in
their children’s education both at
school and play.

1. Recreational - do not have specialist
interests. General short break takers who
have an interest in nature and the
countryside.
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Destination

Name and Values
Destination Name
In consumer research there was
consensus that the name employed
to represent the new nature tourism
destination on Sheppey should be
The Isle of Elmley.

The Isle of Elmley Brand
The following combination of values
and personality constitute The Isle of
Elmley brand. This is summed up in
the positioning statement that
follows. This positioning statement
has been confirmed as credible and
motivating through focus group
research in the key target markets.
A brand needs to offer uniqueness
and therefore The Isle of Elmley
brand does not include all the
opportunities available in the
destination, but only those that in
combination offer differentiation
from competitor destinations.
a) Rational values
• The unspoilt, wilderness landscape
• The abundance and diversity of bird
life
• Nature tourism activities (e.g. birdwatching, walking, etc.)

• A caring, natural and sustainable
destination e.g. environmentally
sustainable tourism facilities
(accommodation, attractions,
activities), the use of Kentish local
produce (‘Taste of Kent’, Kentish
ales, locally sourced food in
restaurants), the responsible
environmental management of the
landscape, etc.
• Island/coastal position
• Location within ‘Kent - the Garden
of England’, a strong tourism brand
that is well-known and motivating
for the target markets
• Accessibility - easy to reach for the
target markets i.e. close to London,
Northern Europe, and Canterbury
(honey-pot destination for visitors
to Kent)
The unspoilt, wilderness landscape
with its abundance and diversity of
bird life is complemented by
sustainable nature tourism activities,
facilities and services. This, combined
with its coastal Island position and its
location between London and the
Continent, provides a uniqueness and
differentiation from competitor
destinations.
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Destination
Values, Personality
and Positioning
b) Emotional values
By experiencing the destination’s
rational benefits visitors will gain the
emotional benefits of:
• Escapism (getting away from it all,
chance to reflect)
• Relaxation (peace, quiet and
tranquillity)
• Rejuvenation (an uplifting of the
spirits)
• Rediscovery (of themselves and
nature)
These emotional values have been
shown, through focus group research,
to be extremely motivating to the
target markets.

c) Personality
The Isle of Elmley’s personality has
been defined through research as
free-spirited and natural.
In all communications about the
destination this free-spirited and
natural personality needs to come
across i.e. in all copy and images.
d) Brand positioning
This can be summed up in the
following positioning statement and
is the ‘heart’ of The Isle of Elmley
brand:
The Isle of Elmley, Kent’s freespirited and natural coastal
wilderness with prolific bird life and
sustainable nature tourism activities
and facilities, offering escapism,
relaxation, rejuvenation and
rediscovery.

This brand positioning should be used
to brief all communication of The Isle
of Elmley’s tourism product. Messages
arising from it should be adapted to
appeal to the target market’s
particular needs and motivations, as
the consumer research showed that
these varied between the different
target markets. Examples of the type
of copy and images that should be
used when communicating with
different audiences appears on pages
10-13 of this guide.
e) Strapline
The Isle of Elmley - Kent’s Natural
Wilderness
Research confirms that this strapline
works well and is understood by all
target market segments. It is positive
and credible and offers
differentiation from the competition.
Importantly it provides a strong
motivating influence to visit the
destination, along with positioning it
within Kent.
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The Brand Strategy for

The Isle of Elmley
The Positioning –
The Heart of the Brand
The Isle of Elmley, Kent’s free-spirited
and natural coastal wilderness with
prolific bird life and sustainable
nature tourism activities and facilities,
offering escapism, relaxation,
rejuvenation and rediscovery

The Strapline
The Isle of Elmley – Kent’s Natural
Wilderness

Rational values
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Unspoilt, wilderness landscape
Abundance and diversity of bird life
Nature tourism activities
Natural, caring, sustainable destination
Island/coastal position
Location within ‘Kent – The Garden of England’
Accessibility – close to London, Canterbury and
the Continent

Emotional values
•
•
•
•

Escapism
Relaxation
Rejuvenation
Rediscovery

Personality

Free-spirited & natural
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Explanation

of the Strategy
Explanation of Strategy
1. The rational values
These values illustrate what is
distinctive about The Isle of Elmley
and are the values that should be
cited when talking about the
destination in brochures,
advertisements and on websites, etc.
Some values should be emphasised
more than others depending on the
target market communicated with.
For example families with children
have different motivations to those
of couples.
• Unspoilt, wilderness landscape
e.g. Elmley NNR; Swale NNR;
Elmley Marshes RSPB Reserve;
Swale Estuary
• Abundance and diversity of bird
life
e.g. Breeding waders; Wildfowl;
Raptors

• Nature tourism activities
e.g. Bird watching; Walking; Guided
safaris
• Caring, natural, sustainable
destination
e.g. Ecofriendly facilities (visitor
attractions, accommodation, toilets,
etc.); Local produce in restaurants;
Kentish Ale in pubs; Interpretation /
signage; Responsible management
of the ESAs, SSSIs and nature
reserves
• Island/coastal position
e.g. Elmley Island; Isle of Harty;
Swale Estuary; Shellness; Coastal
walks; Ferry services
• Location within ‘Kent – the Garden
of England’
e.g. Destination shares Kent’s brand
values of ‘countryside’, ‘coastal’ and
‘revitalisation’
• Accessible location close to
Canterbury and between London
and the Continent
e.g. Easily accessible from London
and near Europe or whilst on a
short break in Canterbury
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Explanation

of the Strategy
2. The emotional values
The opportunities to experience
escapism (getting away from it all,
chance to reflect), relaxation (peace,
quiet and tranquillity), rejuvenation
(an uplifting of the spirits) and
rediscovery (of themselves and
nature) will be gained through
experiencing the rational benefits of
the destination, e.g.
• escaping into the wilderness
landscape of Elmley NNR;
• relaxing in a rural pub that you
wouldn’t find at home;
• rediscovering nature whilst bird
watching on the Island;
• visiting ‘Bird World’ with the
children and learning about the
relationship between birds and the
marshes;
• blowing the cobwebs away walking
along one of the coastal paths;
• relaxing whilst skimming stones in
the sea at Shellness;
• being uplifted by the sheer beauty
of a sunset over the marshes.
3. The personality
The combination of these rational
and emotional values describes the
personality of The Isle of Elmley. Its

personality is free-spirited and
natural.
As different words mean different
things to different people, it is
important that the words used to
describe the brand’s personality are
clearly understood. The precise
meaning of each follows to ensure
that the brand’s personality is not
misinterpreted.
Free-spirited2
Time and space to be yourself
Getting away from it all
Escaping the stresses and strains of
hectic lifestyles
Free from timetables
Free at heart
Uplifting of the spirits
Natural
Fresh
Unspoilt
Conserved
Unpolluted
In tune with / close to nature
Environmentally-friendly
Green
Sustainable
Local produce
Natural resources

4. The brand positioning
The Isle of Elmley, Kent’s freespirited and natural coastal
wilderness with prolific bird life and
sustainable nature tourism activities
and facilities, offering escapism,
relaxation, rejuvenation and
rediscovery.
This will NEVER actually appear in
copy but instead informs all
promotional activity. For example,
when writing introductory copy for
the destination the combination of
wilderness landscape, prolific bird
life, nature tourism activities, the
sustainability of the destination, the
responsible management of the
area’s natural resources, and the
area’s Island/coastal location should
always be featured and images
conveying all of these aspects should
appear together.
This positioning statement should be
given to copywriters, advertising
agencies, photographers and anyone
else who is working to promote the
destination. All promotional copy,
photographs, visuals, etc. produced
for the destination should reflect this
brand positioning.
2. As the destination consists predominantly of Environmentally
Sensitive Areas, SSSIs and nature reserves it is critical to the ongoing conservation of the area that ‘free-spirited’ is not interpreted
or conveyed as ‘free to roam’, ‘free to go wherever you like’, etc.
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Page 10

Communicating

the Brand Visually
Communications Style
The positioning statement, the
‘heart’ of the brand, should form the
basis of all communications about the
destination. As discussed it should be
reflected in all promotional copy,
brochures, websites, advertising,
press releases and in images used for
the destination.
In terms of visuals, images that
communicate the different aspects of
the brand should be used together in
the same communication about the
destination. Photos of landscape and
bird life should, therefore, appear
alongside images of the nature
tourism activities offered and ones
that depict the sustainable nature of
the destination. Images of one single
facet of the destination should not
appear in isolation, as this would give
a distorted portrayal of the brand.
Similarly, if promoting one particular
‘product’ within the destination, for
example Elmley NNR, images used
should include landscape, bird life,

bird watching, walking, sustainable
accommodation, responsible
management, etc. - in combination. It
is important to note that different
target markets are motivated by
different portrayals of the same basic
images. For examples DINKS, Empty
Nesters and Wealthy Retired Couples
enjoy images that depict individuals
or couples engaged in nature tourism
activities. Images showing groups of
people or lots of children turn them
off the destination. Conversely, Caring
Parents are motivated by images of
families ‘bonding’ together, whilst
engaged in activities. It is important,
therefore, to select images that
appeal to the particular audience that
is being communicated with.
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Page 11

Communicating

the Brand in Copy
Copy style for Empty Nesters and Wealthy Retired Couples
In a similar vein the following are
suggested pieces of promotional
copy that all convey the ‘heart’ of
the brand, but that have been
adapted to appeal to the different
target markets’ particular
motivations.
a. Empty Nesters/Wealthy Retired
Couples
Research tells us that these target
segments are motivated by:
Outdoor activities; good hotels and
food; culture and the arts; the
need to feel revitalised and
enriched. Copy and images should
address these motivations whilst at
all times being credible and
offering differentiation from
competitor short break
destinations.

The Isle of Elmley – Kent’s Natural Wilderness
On The Isle of Elmley, rediscover a landscape and way of life you thought
had disappeared forever. Close to Canterbury, it combines wild and open
scenery with wildlife, comfortable accommodation and good food and
drink for a natural short break.
Escape the daily routine and experience a breathtaking panorama of wild
unspoilt wetlands, coastal reaches and abundant wildlife. There’s time and
space to be yourself – as free-spirited as the lapwings that gather at the
pools or the marsh harriers hovering in the open skies.
Be prepared for some extraordinary sights, like the thrill of an owl hunting
just yards away, or the rare golden samphire. If you are feeling energetic,
coastal walks and guided safaris will widen your horizons, lift your spirits,
and enrich your wilderness experience.
For the end of the perfect day, come back to your lodge or cosy local pub
for a superb meal using locally sourced produce, a good bottle of wine or
some real Kentish ale. Stay the night in comfortable and inspiring
accommodation and you’ll wake refreshed and revitalised, with a whole
new lease of life.
The use of the words ‘time and space
to be yourself’, ‘free-spirited’ and ‘lift
your spirits’ reflect the free-spirited
personality of the brand, whilst the
words ‘natural’, ‘unspoilt’, ‘wild and
open’, ‘locally sourced produce’ and
‘Kentish ale’ all serve to convey it’s

natural personality. The reader will
also feel that a visit to The Isle of
Elmley will evoke the emotions of
escapism, relaxation, rejuvenation and
rediscovery by the use of appropriate
words and phrases in the text.
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Communicating

the Brand in Copy
Copy style for DINKS
b. DINKS
Research shows that this market is
motivated by:
Events and sporting/outdoor
activities (participating and as
spectators); socialising with friends;
the need to feel revitalised.
Research also shows that DINKS
prefer a very ‘down-to-earth’ style
of copy i.e. no overt selling.

The Isle of Elmley – Kent’s Natural Wilderness
The Isle of Elmley offers the space and romance of a true wilderness, yet
getting away from it all has never been so easy as it’s close to Canterbury.
With its wild landscape, coast and big, beautiful skies, it’s the perfect place
to spend time with your partner or socialise with friends in a peaceful and
tranquil setting.
Escape the stress of hectic lifestyles and work pressures and revel in the
unique charm of glorious open wetlands and coastal reaches. There’s time
and space to reflect and be yourself – relaxed, imaginative, free from
timetables and other people’s agendas – in miles of unspoilt, natural
landscape. Bird watching, guided safaris and coastal walks will extend your
horizons and lift your spirits.
At the end of the day come back to a lodge or cosy local pub for a superb
meal using locally sourced produce, a good bottle of wine or some real
Kentish ale. Stay the night and you’ll wake refreshed and rejuvenated,
surrounded by miles of unspoilt grassland and the allure of nature in the
raw – alert, free-spirited and ready for new adventures!

The use of the words ‘escape the
stress of hectic lifestyles and work
pressures’, ‘time and space to be
yourself’, ‘free from timetables’ and
‘free-spirited’ reflect the free-spirited
personality of the brand, whilst the
words ‘wilderness’, ‘natural, unspoilt’,
‘locally sourced produce’, ‘Kentish

ale’ and ‘nature in the raw’ convey
the natural personality of the
destination. The reader will also feel
that a visit to The Isle of Elmley will
evoke the emotions of escapism,
relaxation, rejuvenation and
rediscovery by the use of appropriate
words and phrases in the text.
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Page 13

Communicating

the Brand in Copy
Copy style for Caring Parents
c. Caring Parents
Research shows that this market is
motivated by:
Children’s attractions; culture;
coast; fun; the need to feel
revitalised (because the children
have been enriched). Research also
shows that images of their children
experiencing some of the things
they did when they were children
are appealing.

The Isle of Elmley – Kent’s Natural Wilderness
Remember what fun you had as a child? Remember a different kind of
childhood, before computers, CDs and the school run? The Isle of Elmley
gives you and your children the chance to recapture the spirit of childhood
and rediscover the joys and inspiration of nature. It’s easy to reach being
close to London, Canterbury and the Channel ports, yet it’s miles away
from traffic and city streets, so the landscape is natural, the wildlife
abundant and unspoilt, and the skies big and glorious.
Explore acres of wild and beautiful wetlands and coastal reaches. Enjoy
activities in tune with the countryside and coast, such as bird watching and
coastal walks. Our Bird World interactive learning centre can show your
kids what to look for, from rare golden samphire to soaring flocks of
lapwings, and spur their imaginations.
Our restaurants use locally source produce, our lodges (and loos!) are
designed using environmentally friendly principles – all to ensure that you
can enjoy getting close to nature without destroying its delicate balance.
Guided safaris are also a great – and sustainable – way to experience the
full range of the wetlands’ natural resources.
You’ll return home uplifted, relaxed and rejuvenated, with a new
understanding of the natural world, the great outdoors, and its beauty –
knowing that you’ve helped it survive.

The use of the words ‘spirit of
childhood’, ‘explore acres’, ‘joy’ and
‘fun’ reflect the free-spirited
personality of the brand, whilst the
words ‘natural’, ‘unspoilt’, ‘in tune
with the countryside’, ‘locally sourced
produce’ and ‘environmentally
friendly’ convey the natural

personality of the destination. The
reader will also feel that a visit to
The Isle of Elmley will evoke the
emotions of escapism, relaxation,
rejuvenation and rediscovery by the
use of appropriate words and phrases
in the text.
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Page 14

The corporate colours of

the Brand Marque
The Isle of Elmley Marque
Research amongst consumers
showed that the brand values and
personality of The Isle of Elmley
could be visually encapsulated in a
marque. Focus group research
with the target markets helped to
design this marque.
The orange, green and blue
reflect the naturalness of the
destination.
The graphic illustrations convey
the mix of wilderness landscape,
bird life and sustainability.
Overall the marque has a freespirited and natural feel that
reflects the personality of the
destination.
The ‘Elmley’ wording in the
marque reflects the flowing,
natural, stylised appearance of the
lapwing icon. The other wording
in the marque contrasts well as it
is clean and simple in its form.

When producing full colour print
this is the version of the marque
that should be used on a white
background. The marque should
NEVER appear, however,
contained within a white box.

PANTONE
159

PANTONE
329

CMYK

RGB

CMYK

RGB

C=0
M = 65
Y = 100
K = 8.5

R = 208
G = 92
B=0

C = 100
M=0
Y = 47
K = 47

R=0
G = 106
B = 101

PANTONE
280

CMYK

RGB

C = 100
M = 72
Y=0
K = 18.5

R=0
G = 36
B = 126

BLACK

RGB colours are
for ‘on-screen’
applications e.g.
websites.
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Permitted versions of

the Brand Marque

Reversed Out

Black and White

Single Colour

This option is for use against
either a coloured background
or a photograph. It is preferred
that the marque is reversed out
of either black, the green
Pantone 329 or the blue
Pantone 280.

A black and white version is
available for use in mono
printing, for example local
newspaper advertising.

Two single colour versions have been created to allow the best
representation of The Isle of Elmley marque where colour is limited, for
example on a single colour leaflet. The two options above use the
marque blue (PT 280) or the marque green (PT 329). The marque cannot
appear in any other colour other than those shown above. If the
publicity material is using a pantone colour that is different to those
specified above, then the reversed out marque should be used.
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Page 16

Applying

the Brand Marque
Applying The Isle of Elmley
Marque
Here are some examples of the
different permitted versions of the
marque applied to promotional
materials and signage.

Re c e p t i o n i s t re q u i re d f o r
B i rd Wo r l d Vi s i t o r C e n t re
Si meliora dies, ut
vina, poemata reddit,
scire velim, chartis
pretium quotus arro
get annus. scrip tor
abhinc annos cen tum
qui decidit, inter
perfectos vetere sque
referri debet an.
Atque novos? en tum
qui decidit, inter
perfectos vetere sque
referri debbet an inter
vilis atque novetere
sque referri det an

Excludat iurgia finis, “Est vetus atque
probus, centum qui perficit annos.”
Quid, qui deperiit minor uno mense
vel anno, inter quos referendus erit?
Veteresne poetas, an quos et
praesens et postera respuat aetas?
“Iste quidem veteres inter ponetur
honeste, qui vel mense brevi vel toto est
iunior anno.” Utoiraturque nihil nisi quod
Libitina sacravit. dum cadat elusus
ratione ruentis acervi, qui redit in r
permisso, caudaeque pilos ut equinae
paulatim vello unum, demo etiam
unum,entis acervi, qui redit in fastos et
virtutem aestimat annis miraturque nihil
nisi quod
Libitina sacravit. entis acervi, qui redit in
fastos et virtutem aestimat annis
miraturque nihi nisi quod Libitina
sacravit. dum cadat ell nisi quod Libitina
sacravit. dum cadat elusus ratione
ruentis acervi, qui redit in .

B i rd

Wo r

ld

tor
Visi

Cen

Closing date for applications 12th December 2004.
For an application aestimat annis miraturque nihil nisi

tre
xhibits
ctive e
Intera
ne’
ild Zo
‘W
s
n’
Childre
rs
u
to
-visual
Audio

Lapwing Trail
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Page 17

Misuse of the

Brand Marque
Misuse of the Brand Marque
It is important that the brand marque
is not misused in any way, otherwise
the brand’s image will be distorted.
The examples shown here do not
follow the guidelines and should
therefore never be used. The
marques should not be altered in any
way. They should also never be
reproduced in alternative colours,
alter relationships between items,
add new straplines, condense or
expand.
‘The Isle of Elmley, Kent’s Natural
Wilderness’ type should always
appear with the lapwing icon and
not be featured as a separate
strapline.
To ensure high quality, the marque
should always be reproduced from
artwork supplied by Swale Borough
Council’s Tourism Unit or
downloaded from
http://tourism.swale.gov.uk
It should never be scanned from
printed material.

Marque distorted

Incorrect colours used

Marque distorted

Fonts and strapline changed

Relationship between type
and icon changed

Incorrect colour used as
single colour version

Marque appearing without
lapwing icon

Marque should be reversed
out of a coloured background
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Page 18

Selecting a typeface for

the Brand Marque
Selecting a Typeface
The typefaces illustrated below are
sympathetic to The Isle of Elmley
marque. They reinforce the values
associated with the brand by their
uncomplicated clarity. If you are
unable to use ‘Frutiger’ please
select a similar sans serif.

The Isle of Elmley
TYPICAL HEADING FONT - FRUTIGER 45 LIGHT
SET IN UPPER AND LOWER CASE WITH INITIAL CAPS*

18mm

The Minimum Size
The minimum size that the marque
can be reproduced is 18mm wide.

The Isle of Elmley
TYPICAL SUBHEADING FONT - FRUTIGER 65 BOLD*

On The Isle of Elmley, rediscover a
landscape and way of life you
thought had disappeared forever.
Close to Canterbury, it combines
wild and open scenery with wildlife,
comfortable accommodation and
good food and drink for a natural
short break.
TYPICAL BODYTEXT FONT - FRUTIGER 55 ROMAN*

*

Agencies must license these fonts themselves.

Landscape Version - ONLY to be used if the main portrait logo cannot
be accommodated in available space.
A landscape version of the marque has been created for use in a long,
horizontal area - for example in the top section of a webpage or a banner
advert. The marque has been produced in full colour, mono, single colour and
reversed out. The same guidelines apply to the horizontal version as they do
for the portrait marque detailed in this publication.

Exclusion Zone
For the marque to be used
effectively, there needs to be a
minimum space left clear of text,
images or other logos. Give the
marque some space – at least onethird of the width all the way
around.

For further guidance on using The Isle of Elmley marque please contact:
Swale Borough Council’s Tourism Unit on 01795 417420 or
email lynnewton@swale.gov.uk

To download print ready marques (all versions) for mac or pc use,
visit: http://tourism.swale.gov.uk
or contact the above.
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For more information on the
branding guidelines or for marques
in EPS or JPEG formats contact:
Swale Borough Council
Tourism Unit, Swale House,
East Street, Sittingbourne,
Kent ME10 3HT
Tel: 01795 417420
Email: lynnewton@swale.gov.uk
Web: http://tourism.swale.gov.uk
Branding work managed and
funded by:

Brand Strategy researched and
developed by:
Tribal Voice Communications.
email: cdmvula@aol.com
tel: 01795 537113
Logo and brand manual
designed by:
Amber Designs
email: celia@amberdesigns.com
tel: 01227 464877
Thanks to the RSPB for the use of their bird
photography throughout this manual.
Front cover sunset photo supplied by James Styles.
Every care has been taken to ensure that the information
contained in this Brand Manual is correct. Whilst every care
and effort has been taken in the preparation of the marque
artwork files, the Brand Managers do not accept any
liability for their subsequent use. These files should be
checked by the recipient to make sure they are correct and
suitable for the required purpose.

